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Mobile metallic domain walls in an
all-in-all-out magnetic insulator
Eric Yue Ma,1,2* Yong-Tao Cui,1* Kentaro Ueda,3,4* Shujie Tang,1,5 Kai Chen,6

Nobumichi Tamura,7 Phillip M. Wu,1 Jun Fujioka,3,4

Yoshinori Tokura,3,4† Zhi-Xun Shen1,2†

Magnetic domain walls are boundaries between regions with different configurations of
the same magnetic order. In a magnetic insulator, where the magnetic order is tied to its
bulk insulating property, it has been postulated that electrical properties are drastically
different along the domain walls, where the order is inevitably disturbed. Here we report
the discovery of highly conductive magnetic domain walls in a magnetic insulator, Nd2Ir2O7,
that has an unusual all-in-all-out magnetic order, via transport and spatially resolved
microwave impedance microscopy.The domain walls have a virtually temperature-independent
sheet resistance of ~1 kilohm per square, show smooth morphology with no preferred
orientation, are free from pinning by disorders, and have strong thermal and magnetic field
responses that agree with expectations for all-in-all-out magnetic order.

M
agnetic order, in particular antiferro-
magnetism, often accompanies metal-
insulator transitions (MITs), duringwhich
metallic materials abruptly become in-
sulating or semiconducting at certain

critical temperatures (1). Whether metallic be-
havior can be recovered in these magnetic in-
sulators at magnetic domain walls (DWs), where
the order is inevitably disturbed, is a long-standing
question that is widely addressed theoretically
but remains elusive experimentally (2–5). A re-
lated but distinct situation is that of conductive
ferroelectric DWs in ferroelectric insulators, the
discovery of which has opened a broad field of

research dedicated to understanding the funda-
mental mechanism, as well as making practical
DW-based devices (6–9). However, among the
vast array of magnetic insulators, no conductive
magnetic DW has been firmly identified so far.
Recently, bulk measurements have provided sig-
natures ofDWconduction in the low-temperature
insulating phase of Nd2Ir2O7 (10), a candidate
for the exotic “Weyl semimetal”with an unusual
all-in-all-outmagnetic order (11–16).Herewe com-
bine bulk measurements with local-conductivity–
measuring microwave impedance microscopy
(MIM) to directly resolve highly conductive DWs
in Nd2Ir2O7 in real space. These results rule out
alternative contributions and thus provide evi-
dence for a realization of conduction due to the
discontinuity of magnetic order.
Nd2Ir2O7 is a pyrochlore iridate in which the

electronic states near Fermi energy are dominated
by t2g electrons from Ir atoms (17). It undergoes a
MIT at a Néel temperature TN ~32 K (Fig. 1A),
with a concomitant all-in-all-out (AIAO) mag-
netic order developing for the Ir magnetic mo-
ments (14, 18, 19): The Ir moments at the four
vertices of each corner-sharing tetrahedron all
point either inward or outward in an alternating
manner (Fig. 1B). This unusual magnetic order is
a ferroic order ofmagnetic octupole and preserves
the symmetry of the underlying lattice (13). For a

given lattice, there are two and only two distinct
variations of the order: all-in-all-out (AIAO) and
all-out-all-in (AOAI). They represent oppositemag-
netic octupoles and are interchanged with each
other by time-reversal transformation; by con-
trast, their electronic properties should be identi-
cal in the absence of external perturbations.
Nonetheless, abnormal conduction can happen

at the boundaries between AIAO and AOAI do-
mains (i.e., magnetic DWs), as hinted by macro-
scopic transportmeasurements (10): The resistance
of the same polycrystalline sample at 4.5 K after
cooling from above TN in zero field (ZFC or
“untrained”) can be more than a factor of 200
smaller than that cooled in a 9-T field (FC or
“trained”) (Fig. 1A). One may attribute the extra
conduction to DWs, with field cooling resulting
in fewermagnetic domains, fewer DWs, and thus
higher overall resistance. However, alternative
explanations, including history dependence of
the bulk and grain boundaries, cannot be ruled
out by these macroscopic measurements.
We confirm the existence of highly conductive

magnetic DWs by direct imaging with MIM, a
scanning probe technique that senses local
conductivity by measuring tip-sample impedance
at ~1GHz (20–22):More conductive regions screen
the microwave electric field better, resulting in a
smaller tip-sample impedance. Working at high
frequency eliminates the need of a back electrode
and a complete current path, making MIM ideal
for bulk insulating samples (23). Figure 1C is an
18 mmby 18 mmMIM scan of a polished Nd2Ir2O7

polycrystal surface (fig. S1A) at 4.7 K after cooling
in zero field (untrained). Smooth curvilinear fea-
tures that are much more conductive than the
bulk exist in all grains, with an apparent width
of ~100 nm, similar to the spatial resolution of
MIM in this particular experiment (fig. S2). They
are continuouswithin individual grains, showno
preferred orientations, and either form closed loops
or terminate at the grain boundaries, but they
never form vertices. As a result, each grain is di-
vided into regions that can be assigned using
only two labels, as expected for AIAO order, which
has only two variations. Interestingly,manyDWs
from adjacent grains are in close proximity at the
grain boundaries (yellow arrows in Fig. 1C). Such
proximity may facilitate transport across grain
boundaries and enhance the DW contribution to
the measured conductance in macroscopic poly-
crystalline samples (10). We stress here that the
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grain boundaries themselves are as insulating as
the bulk; thus, their contribution to the extra
conduction can be ruled out (fig. S1, B and C).

Notably, while the domains are stable against heat-
ing to below TN, they are completely randomized
after a thermal cycle to above TN (Fig. 1D) (24),

indicating that they are tied to the AIAO order
and are not pinned by quenched disorders. It
also implies that the system randomly evolves into

SCIENCE sciencemag.org 30 OCTOBER 2015 • VOL 350 ISSUE 6260 539

Fig. 2. MIM images for various values of magnetic field applied during
cool-down. A multidomain ground state reproducible between thermal cycles
is recovered if cooled in 0.1 Tor higher. (A) Ratio of final resistance at 4.5 K after
cooling in various fields versus cooling in zero field. Data from three samples
are shown. (B)MIM images of the same region as in Fig. 1 after two consecutive
thermal cycles from 40 to 4.7 K in 0.01 and 0.02 T, showing abundant DWs and

randomized domain configurations between thermal cycles. (C) Same region
after cooling in 0.1 to 3.0 T, showing reduced number of DWs and the recovery
of a reproducible multidomain ground state. Colored arrows highlight depen-
dence of DWconfiguration on fieldmagnitude. (D) Same region after cooling in
4.0 and 9.0 T, showing rapid disappearance of DWs in most but not all grains.
Scale bars: 2 mm.

Fig. 1. Microwave impedance microscopy (MIM)
reveals conductive magnetic domain walls in Nd2Ir2O7.
(A) Four-terminal resistance of a macroscopic polycrystal
taken during zero-field warming after cooling in zero field
(untrained) and 9 T field (trained) from 50 K. (B) Illus-
tration of MIM scanning setup on polished polycrystal
Nd2Ir2O7, showing the spin configuration of AIAO order
and its AIAO/AOAI variations. Domain walls can exist
between the two variations. (C) An 18 mm by 18 mm MIM
image of a polished Nd2Ir2O7 polycrystal surface, after
zero-field cooling from 40 to 4.7 K. A higher MIM signal
corresponds to a higher local conductivity. The dotted
lines are grain boundaries and the dark spots are voids
betweengrains,whichcanbe identified inhigher-temperature
scans (fig. S1, B and C). Curvilinear features much more
conductive than the bulk are observed in all grains and are
identified as AIAO magnetic domain walls. They either
form closed loops or terminate at the grain boundaries,
sometimes in close proximity (yellow arrows). (D) Same
region (with a small offset) after a thermal cycle to 40 K
and back to 4.7 K in zero field, showing randomized do-
mains. (E) Same region after a thermal cycle to 40 K and
cooling back to 4.7 K in 9 T. Most grains become single-domain, agreeing with transport. Scale bars: 2 mm.
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one of the many near-degenerate multidomain
states, with substantial energy barriers in between.
Finally, most conductive features disappear after
cooling in a 9-T field (trained), in agreementwith
transport results. The evidence above supports
the conductive curves being AIAOmagnetic DWs,
with conductivity much enhanced in comparison
to the bulk.
A multidomain ground state reproducible be-

tween thermal cycles is recovered if cooled in a
field of ≥0.1 T, with an unexpected dependence
on the field magnitude (Fig. 2). For cooling in
very small fields (≲0.02 T), the DWs remain abun-
dant and randomized between thermal cycles as
in the ZFC case (Fig. 2B). As the field is increased
to ~0.1 T, the number of DWs within each grain
decreases; in themeantime, DW configuration be-

comes mostly reproducible between thermal cy-
cles, indicating awell-definedmultidomainground
state (Fig. 2C). Whereas the number of DWs re-
mains largely stable up to 3 T (corresponding to
the plateau of FC/ZFC resistance ratio in Fig. 2A),
the detailed DW configuration changes unmis-
takably as a function of fieldmagnitude (compare,
for example, regions marked by colored arrows in
Fig. 2C). This indicates competition of AIAO and
AOAI coupled to local degrees of freedom—for ex-
ample, strain via the predicted magnetostriction
effect (13). Above ~3 T, a single-domain ground
state quickly becomes favorable (Fig. 2D), likely
due to the field response of the much larger Nd
moments, coupled to Ir moments through f-d
coupling (12, 14, 15, 25), and the resistance in-
creases rapidly (Fig. 2A). Nevertheless, a few grains

remain multidomain even if cooled in 9 T, the
origin of which can be well explained with crys-
tal orientation dependence, as discussed below.
The field response of the DWs at a fixed

temperature demonstrates the expected crystal
orientation dependence of AIAOmagnetic order.
Figure 3A shows the evolution of DWs as an out-
of-plane magnetic field is increased from 0 to 9 T,
at 4.7 K after ZFC. Figure 3C shows the out-of-
plane crystal orientation of the same area ob-
tained with x-ray microdiffraction (mXRD) (26).
DWs disappear abruptly at grain-specific critical
fields that depend on the crystal orientation. The
first grain to become single-domain at 3 T (blue
triangle in Fig. 3A) has an out-of-plane direction
closest to [111] (dark blue color in Fig. 3C). Most
other grains subsequently transition between 4
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Fig. 3. Field-dependent domain evolution at low temperature and DW
sheet resistance measured with microelectrodes. (A) Field dependence
of DWs at 4.7 K.The first grain to become single-domain is marked by a blue
triangle, and the two grains that remain multidomain at 9 T by red triangles.
(B) The same region during subsequent field sweeps back to 0 Tand then to
–9 T, showing transient DW formation during domain reversal. (C) Out-of-plane
crystal orientation of the same area obtained with mXRD, as indicated by the
tricolor map. The blue and red grains in (A) have an out-of-plane orientation
closest to [111] and [001], respectively. (D) Illustration of field-induced spin
canting with a field along the [111] and [001] direction for AIAO and AOAI
configurations:The largest difference is generated for the [111] case,while the
effects are equivalent for the [001] case, consistent with data in (A) and (C).

(E) Typical resistance versusmagnetic field of amicroelectrode device (inset)
at 2 Kwhen sweeping the field from 0 to 9 T (blue), 9 to –9 T (magenta), and
–9 to 9 T (orange) after a ZFC. Discrete resistance jumps and sharp re-
sistance minimums are shown. Scale bar (inset): 5 mm. (F) The initial sweep
(blue) in (E) converted to conductance, showing staircase-like conductance
drops. Sheet resistance of DWs averaged over mesoscopic lengths is thus
estimated to be ~1 kilohm/sq. (G) Temperature dependence of resistance for
various initial states taken during zero-field warming, showing the virtually
temperature-independent conduction property of a few DWs. (H) Magneto-
resistance of a fewDWs at 2 K.The contribution frombulkmagnetoresistance
is negligible and is subtracted as a parallel resistor. Scale bars (A and B):
2 mm.
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and 7 T. The two grains that remain multi-
domain even at 9 T (red triangles in Fig. 3A) are
closest to [001] (red color in Fig. 3C). This is in
excellent agreement with expectations from the
symmetry of AIAOorder: Themagnetic field along
[111] gives rise to the largest difference in spin
canting between AIAO and AOAI, whereas the
field along [001] gives rise to equivalent pertur-
bations in the two variations, connected by a
simple 90° rotation along [001] (Fig. 3D) (13).
Therefore, the critical field should be smallest
when applied in the [111] direction and largest
in the [001] direction, regardless of the detailed
mechanism. The grain that remains multidomain
in Figs. 1 and 2 is also close to [001], as confirmed
by mXRDdata (fig. S3). These observations further
corroborate the identification of the conductive
curves as AIAO DWs.
The sheet resistance of a single DW averaged

over mesoscopic lengths is ~1 kilohm/sq. This
valuewas obtained by fabricatingmicroelectrodes
on the sample surface to measure transport direct-
ly across a few grains [Fig. 3E (inset) and fig. S4A].
Figure 3E shows a typical resistance-versus-
magnetic-field plot of such devices at 2 K fol-
lowing a ZFC. During the initial field sweep from
0 to 9 T (blue trace), resistance increases in dis-
crete steps, reflecting the abrupt disappearance
of DWs in each grain contacted by electrodes
(Fig. 3A). By converting resistance into conduct-
ance, we notice that the decreases in conduct-
ance associated with each jump are markedly
similar, at ~1 mS (Fig. 3F and fig. S4B). Assuming
one or two DWs in each grain and an average
effective aspect ratio on the order of 1 (fig. S4A),
we conclude that the sheet resistance of the
AIAO DW averaged over mesoscopic lengths is
~1 kilohm/sq. This value is consistent with the
three-dimensional–averaged DW conductivity
obtained by terahertz spectroscopy measure-
ments (10), assuming an average DW spacing
of 2 mm.
The sheet resistance of DWs has very weak tem-

perature dependence at low temperatures and
shows substantial negative magnetoresistance.
We first develop a method to reliably prepare a
fewDWs across the electrodes by capturing tran-
sient DW formation. Following the staircase-like
trace during the initial field sweep, sharp resist-
ance minimums occur for subsequent sweeps
(magenta and orange trace in Fig. 3E), because of
transient DW formation during the rapid grain-
wise domain reversals (from AIAO to AOAI, or
vice versa), as also seen in MIM images (Fig. 3B).
These sharp reversals ensure that if the field
sweep is stopped immediately when a resistance
minimum occurs, only one or two DWs will typ-
ically exist across the electrodes. We find that
these artificially created DWs are stable against
temperature and magnetic field sweeps, as long
as we stay below TN and the critical field. The
fewDWs obtained thisway showohmic behavior
(fig. S5) and a virtually temperature-independent
sheet resistance until overwhelmed by bulk con-
duction at high temperatures (Fig. 3G). Indeed,
the resistance of multiple DWs increases by only
~10%when cooling from 0.6 K to 35mK (fig. S6),

indicating a gapless electronic structure that is
moderately localized owing to, for example, the
slowly varying DW orientation. The gapless na-
ture of theDWs is further corroborated by thermal
power measurements (fig. S7). The DW resistance
shows substantial negative magnetoresistance
for fields up to ±4 T (Fig. 3H). A small minimum
near zero-field resembles weak antilocalization,
as commonly seen in materials with strong spin-
orbit coupling (27).
The metallic DWs result from mid-gap states

that are extended within the DW plane but are
localized perpendicular to it. Such “defect states”
are generally present, theoretically, if the mag-
netically disordered state is metallic and the dis-
turbance to the order parameter is sharp (2–6, 28).
Indeed, metallic DWs are not observed in other
Ln2Ir2O7 (where Ln is Sm, Eu, etc.) with similar
magnetic order: Unlike Nd2Ir2O7, they are all
semiconducting instead ofmetallic above themag-
netic transition temperature (12). The highly aniso-
tropic AIAO order is also expected to give rise to
sharp DWs in Nd2Ir2O7: The spins are locked
firmly to [111] and equivalent crystal orientations
via spin-orbit coupling and cannot rotate contin-
uously across magnetic domains (15). The result-
ing sharp DWs represent an abrupt disturbance
of magnetic order parameter and can host mid-
gap states well separated from bulk states. The
picture ofmagnetic-superlattice–drivenMIT (Slater
insulator) is not applicable here because AIAO
order preserves the symmetry of the underlying
pyrochlore lattice (29).
In the particular case of iridates, the above

generic picture may be captured by the interface
states near an exotic “Weyl semimetal” phase. The
AIAO order is predicted to host a “Weyl semi-
metal” phase near the MIT with “Weyl fermions”
in the bulk and “Fermi arc” states at the surfaces
(11), as well as interfaces between AIAO and AOAI
domains (30). At temperatures much lower than
the transition, the bulk becomes insulating as the
“Weyl fermions” annihilate and the “Fermi arc”
states disappear at the surfaces. Nonetheless,
mid-gap states are shown to survive at the mag-
netic DWs (30). Our observation—namely, of
metallic DWs and insulating surfaces and grain
boundaries—is consistent with the prediction of
this theory. A conclusive confirmation, however,
requires more systematic studies.
The highly conductive, mobile DWs show no

preferred orientation, are free from pinning by
disorders, and can be easily manipulated via heat,
magnetic field, and probably strain and geometry.
They provide an excellent platform, scientifically,
for studying exotic emergent phenomena at in-
terfaces, and practically, for DW-based memory
devices that can be read electronically without
relying on magnetic junctions (31). Similar prop-
erties may be present in other materials with a
true MIT and a highly anisotropic magnetic or-
der, commonly seen in heavy-element materials
with large spin-orbit coupling.
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